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The number one national mystery today involves neither sex, crime nor vio-
lence, but merely the vital question of why we do not have enough houses to shelter
our people. By way of solving the mystery nearly everyone concerned has made a
public nomination for the villain of the piece. Business claims it's labor, labor says
it's business, Republicans blame it on the government, and harassed government
officials swear that it's all due to an unkind providence. Best of all, everyone has
some evidence to support his viewpoint, for no one seems to be wholly innocent in
the laffair. However, not every fault of everyone connected with the building indus-
try necessarily contributes to the housing shortage. Realism compels recognition
that morality and efficiency are not 'always related. The inescapable facts about
housing, detailed in other articles in this symposium, are that there is not now, and
has not been for many years past, enough livable housing in this country to provide
decently for the needs of the whole population. The unanimous conclusion of
competent investigators regarding the cause of this condition is, as stated by the
T. N. E. C.: "Inadequate housing in this and other countries is largely a result of
the excessive cost of building.... By far the most effective way to provide adequate
housing for all income groups, and without which it cannot be provided, is through
the substantial reduction of building costs."1  Since housing is unavailable to the
masses of the people because it costs more than they can pay, any significant inquiry
into practices and policies in the construction industry must search not for examples
of wickedness, but for the causes of the high costs.
It might appear superficially that the easiest way to find the reasons for high
costs in building would be to begin with an analysis of all the costs, and then to
proceed to a more detailed examination of those that were the largest. There are
two objections to this approach. To begin with, the ultimate cost of any building is
made up of so many items that-unless the grouping is artificially broad-no single
item represents any very large proportion of the total. A greater difficulty is the
fact that the comparative size of the cost items themselves will depend upon the
nature of the analysis. Thus a conventional breakdown of construction costs may show
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that labor represents 30 per cent of the costs, materials 6o per cent, and profit and
overhead io per cent.2 In this analysis, the breakdown is vertical, and the labor con-
sidered is that involved in actual construction work at the site. However, it is obvious
that labor is also involved in the manufacture of the materials which go into the build-
ing. If an analysis is made which attempts to determine the total labor cost involved
in the whole process, from the original extraction of the materials to the final con-
struction job, the result is quite different. On such a horizontal basis the labor cost
may be estimated between 70 per cent and 90 per cent.8 So there is this funda-
mental difficulty in any theoretical approach to the problem: that the significant
practices are those which contribute unduly to costs, but that one cannot tell which
practices contribute unduly to costs without knowing which ones are significant.
The nature of this dilemma should serve as a warning against too ready acceptance
of all the glib explanations of the housing "crisis" now appearing in newspapers
and popular magazines. However, the lesson of this dilemma is not that an investi-
gation of the problem is impossible, but that no investigation can safely neglect any
phase of the entire process.
Tim LABOR UNIONS
The aspect of the building business which receives the greatest attention in most
discussions of high construction costs is the activity of the building trades labor
unions. Exactly what proportion of the labor engaged in construction work is union-
ized is difficult to determine precisely. The T. N. E. C. reported that in 1936 about
57 per cent of the labor engaged in residential building was organized, and that the
percentage was about 72 per cent in nonresidential building.4 Undoubtedly the
proportion of organized workers.has risen since then. In many of the larger cities
the A. F. of L. building trades unions dominate the field to a degree that makes it
difficult or impossible to get any m~ork done except by members of those unions.
This is one field in which the C. I. 0. has been unable to compete to any significant
extent. The complete dominance of the A. F. of L. is illustrated by the fact that
when the C. I. O.'s United Electrical Workers bought an old New York mansion
for a national headquarters, they had their fluorescent lighting installed by members
of their rival union, the A. F. of L.'s Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The
multitude of building trades unions which dominate labor in the construction field
is in turn dominated by a few strong labor groups. The largest and strongest of
all the building trades organizations is the Carpenters' union.' This is easily under-
stood when it is realized that more than one third (about 36 per cent) of all the
workers employed in construction are carpenters.6 Another third of the workers is
made up of painters and of laborers and helpers; three more groups-plumbers,
bricklayers and masons, and electricians--comprise another 2o per cent of the total.7
'1d. at 44. 5 Id. at 189. 'Id. at 5o.
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These six important groups of workers total approximately 90 per cent of all those
employed in construction; the remaining io per cent being scattered among plas-
terers, tinsmiths and coppersmiths, structural iron workers, paperhangers, roofers,
stonecutters, and others.
There is no doubt that the building trades unions do exert a powerful influence
in opposition to the introduction of labor saving methods. Painters are permitted
to use brushes of a certain width only-front page headlines report that Union
Painters Stop Work on Veterans' Houses-because the brushes are half an inch too
wide.8 The Painters' union also tries to prevent the use of sprayguns in painting
woodwork and the installation of cabinets or other fixtures which have been painted
at the factory rather than on the site? There are similar restrictions in nearly all
other fields of construction labor. A cut stone contractor in New York complained
to me recently that he could not get contracts on any jobs because his stone was cut
to order at the quarry rather than at his own yard. The quarry employed members
of the same union as he and the other stone contractors in New York, but local
unions insisted that the work be done by local workers. The Department of Justice
secured a consent decree some years ago forbidding this very practice"0 but, at the
present time, the Department apparently is unwilling to attempt enforcement of such
decrees in view of recent decisions regarding the application of the Antitrust laws
to labor.
Unions usually oppose the use of powered or mechanical equipment to do work
which has previously been done by hand. Plumbers are often required to cut and
thread pipe by hand on the job, although it could be finished more efficiently off the
job; plasterers are restricted in the use of the plaster gun; and carpenters are lim-
ited in the use of power saws, mortisers and power planers 1 These policies some-
times have ludicrous results from the viewpoint of industrial efficiency. In one city
plumbers insisted on the right to cut the threads off prefabricated pipe lengths and
cut new threads on the job. 2 In another case, the electricians refused to allow the
installation of switchboards which had been wired at the factory, although it would
have cost $3,000 more to wire the switchboards at the site of installation. s -The
result, I am informed, was that the purchasers of the switchboards hired two union
electricians to sit around for a couple of dayi each time a switchboard was installed,
even though these workers would have been unable to re-wire the switchboard had
they been inclined to make the attempt.
Union opposition to such labor saving methods takes various forms. In some
places the glaziers refuse to work on jobs which use windows with glass installed
at the factory, demanding that sash and glass be delivered separately to the site and
'St. Paul Pioneer Press, Aug. 2o, 1946.
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each window be assembled by hand. Carpenters often refuse to install factory-fitted
doors, windows or floor pieces. 14 Plasterers insist on three coats of plaster over rock
lath, although two are quite adequate; and they have refused to do any work on
projects which proposed to eliminate plaster on ceilings by painting over concrete,
a process both economical and efficient.' 5 Sometimes the restrictions are embodied
in contracts with employers. Some such contracts provide that painters, rather than
laborers, shall wipe up the paint on any job, that plumbing fixtures shall not be
installed with the trimmings in place but the trimmings shall be removed and
attached on the job, 6 and that electricians shall be hired to "install" electrical re-
frigerators, where such installation consists of plugging an ordinary cord into a
socket."1
Closely allied to the resistance against labor saving methods is the strong insist-
ence on keeping as much work as possible within the "jurisdiction" of each union-
a policy which inevitably results in clashes between various unions. The details and
evils of the "jurisdictional dispute" within the ranks of labor are much too well
known to require any elaboration. To expatiate on them at any length is rather
like inveighing against sin. It should be noted, however, that they grow out of the
same attitude which impels the opposition to technical and mechanical labor saving-
the belief that there is only a certain limited amount of work to be done, and that
the function of each union is to get as much of it as possible for its members.' 8
The validity of this assumption should be examined separately, as it does not neces-
sarily involve the justification for this attitude. The real objection to jurisdictional
disputes is not their nature but the methods by which they are carried on. If the
disputes were merely internal, within the A. F. of L., they probably would not affect
the cost of building and the public would be unconcerned. However, when one
union attempts to keep work to itself, or wrest it away from another union, by strike
or boycott, that adds to the ultimate consumer's cost. In the long run, it also adds
to labor's cost; for the public, even that portion of it most friendly to labor, can
understand a strike against an hostile employer, but cannot understand a strike
against an employer who is perfectly willing to hire union labor at union wages
but is caught between the conflicting demands of two unions, each of which insists
that its members shall get the job-as in the famous Hutcheson case.'
From the viewpoint of those who believe in the importance and value of labor
unions (including the author), one of the most significant aspects of jurisdictional
disputes is in their revelation of the short-sighted view and limited loyalty of too
many labor leaders. It is, perhaps, understandable that the A. F. of L. should fight
the rival C. I. 0. Typical of this fight is the boycott which the Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers has for some years carried on against goods manufactured in
1 Id. at 135; I.sc, BR.EING THE BunINO BLOCKADE (1946) 98.
"T. N. E. C., MONOGRAH 8, p. 55; LAscH, BREAKING Tm BuiLDING BLOCKADE (1946) 99.
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plants organized by the C. I. OP3 During the war this campaign was not pushed
actively, but it is beginning to be revived now. However, since the C. I. 0. has now
succeeded in organizing some of the mass production plants, such as Westinghouse
and General Electric, it is obvious that a fight of this kind might disrupt the con-
struction industry and do serious damage to the whole national economy. Neverthe-
less, this type of boycott seems to be increasing rather than diminishing. It is now
reported that the Carpenters are threatening to refuse to install window frames made
in C. I. 0. organized plants. The wisdom of carrying on any inter-union fight in pub-
lic is open to serious question. It would seem to be clear beyond any question that it
is short-sighted and unwise to carry the fight to the point of inflicting serious damage
upon the industry and the public. It is even less understandable and justifiable
when jurisdictional disputes are carried on between supposedly allied unions, rather
than between rivals. Tht Hutcheson case involved a dispute between the Carpenters
and the Machinists unions-both at that time members of the A. F. of L. It may
require a bricklayer, a carpenter and a plasterer to install a new type of acoustical
tile, because the unions of all three insist on the right to do that kind of work. 1
The whole matter reaches its most absurd extreme in the case of a few large urban
locals of unions which refuse to handle materials that have been fabricated by mem-
bers of the very same union if they belong to another local.
The consequences of such disputes are inefficiency, unnecessary expense, and a de-
crease in labor productivity. The situation is summarized in the words of the
T. N. E. C.: "Division of work among the trades in the building industry is not
determined upon the basis of efficiency, as in manufacturing, but according to
superior bargaining position.:22
Wage rates in the building trades are generally reputed to be among the highest
in any employment, and the statistics will bear this out. However, the conclusion
does not automatically follow that these are a cause of high costs. On the contrary,
there seems to be little relation. One of the principal reasons for the high hourly
rates in the building trades is the fact that employment is seasonal and uncertain,
and it is generally accepted in the trade that a worker must earn enough in a few
summer months to live on during the entire year. 3  The annual earnings of con-
struction workers are far from high in comparison with the annual income of those
in other industries.Ps' Also important is the fact that the proportion of skilled
workers in building construction is probably higher than in any other industry. 4 In
any event, the most significant factor in determining labor cost is not the wage rate
but the productivity of labor. The T. N. E. C. found little relationship between wage
"See United Electrical R. & M. Workers v. International B. of E. Workers, 115 F. (2d) 488 (C. C. A.
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rate and labor cost2 Some cities with low wage rates had high labor costs, while
other cities in which the wage rates were higher had lower relative labor costs. It
is doubtful that the high hourly wage rates in the building trades bear any particular
relation to costs in general. The important factor in determining labor costs is labor
productivity, and the vice of resistance to labor saving methods and of jurisdictional
disputes is that they seriously impair the productivity of labor.
Another factor in the situation which tends to be overemphasized because of its
sensational character is the existence of so-called racketeering in unions. It is cer-
tainly true that there are racketeers-of the old time blackjack and six shooter
variety-in some labor unions. Further, the building trades unions appear to have
a disproportionate share of such characters2 However, in the very nature of the
matter it is impossible to reach reliable conclusions about this, at least without a
much more extensive investigation than has yet been made. One informant, who
had spent many years in the building trades unions and claimed to have been present
personally at many "payoffs," stated that all the racketeers and gangsters he had
known about in the labor movement had been subsidized by employers. The em-
ployers' purpose, of course, was to keep the union in line and avoid trouble for
themselves. The fact that union members might be swindled, or other employers
made the victims of extortion, either was of no consequence or was actually thought
desirable. The task of an employer who wishes to keep a particular man or faction
in control of one of the building trades unions is made easier by the fact that many
of them are relatively undemocratic in organization. The dominant Carpenters'
union is practically the personal property of its dictator, Big Bill Hutcheson T Big
Bill himself has been accused of some very unsavory practices by some of his own
locals,28 but he seems equally complacent about such charges whether they are made
against himself or against other officials of his union. 9
Since it is impossible to know exactly how much racketeering there is in the
building trades-as well as very difficult in some cases to draw the line between
racketeering and simply hard-boiled politics-it is impossible to estimate just how
significant such practices are in contributing to the cost of building. However, any
secret racketeering which takes a substantial part of the building dollar is bound to
be reflected somewhere in the known costs. There is nothing to indicate that
ordinary racketeering is a significant factor. To the degree that it exists, it is prob-
ably more important in its indirect costs-in maintaining inefficient and unproduc-
tive'methods, and fomenting short-sighted disputes over areas of craft jurisdiction.
THE BusirNss UNrTs
The various labor practices which seem to contribute to the high cost of con-
struction all have origins or counterparts in business practices. Most of the members
" Id. at 49.
21 See, e.g., story in N. Y. World-Telegram, June 24, 1946, p. 5, and N. Y. Post, same date.
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of the industry are as convinced as labor that they are operating in a limited market,
and that they can best serve their own interest by getting as much as possible out of
that market for themselves, rather than by attempting to expand the market. As
building trades unions frequently oppose labor saving devices and methods, so the
building trade employers generally oppose any methods or materials that will save
expense and threaten to reduce profit.
One of the greatest sources of inefficiency in the building industry is the incredible
variety of sizes and designs in use for every part of any structure. The simple
matter of an ordinary interior door is carried in 2oo to 300 different sizes and
varieties. There are 8 different combinations of wood and steel door jambs and
frames, each one of which may be set for several different ways of opening and
used for different thicknesses of door. Thus there are 192 possible variations of the
door and jamb, each of which is subject to any one of 5o different finishes, and may
be used with one of at least 2o different types of lock. There are several hundred
different varieties of molding that may go around the door. Thus there are several
million different ways of trimming and installing a door opening in an ordinary
house30 Obviously there is not going to be any mass production-of this item under
these circumstances. On the other hand, it is extremely doubtful that the numerous
minor differences in style are of any real importance to the inhabitant of the house.
They do, however, require additional middlemen, larger stock inventories, higher
prices, and therefore greater profits for some members of the industry.
The same thing is true of most of the items which go into an ordinary building.
Even bricks come in different sizes-75 different sizes, in fact, before the -Bureau of
Standards recommended the reduction of this number.' Similarly, tdere are more
than iooo varieties of brass lavatory and sink traps; and more than i,2oo different
sizes of slate roofing. 2 There are 125 varieties of metal lath; more than i,2oo stock
patterns of lock hardware; some i9,ooo kinds of valves and fittings; 193 types of
paint brush; and 150 strengths of window glass.33
However, the greatest variety of all, and perhaps the most wasteful, is in the
basic pattern of space arrangement. In the average construction job, each individual
piece of wood is cut individually for one particular place in the structure. Plumb-
ing, wiring, trimming, everything is done by hand on the job according to individual
specifications for that one structure. Room heights, wall thickness, window and
door openings, room lengths and widths, all vary from house to house, and often
within a single house, by insignificant mounts, often a fraction of an inch. This
use of fractional dimensions and unlimited variations in sizes does not add to the
individuality of homes; it merely makes any approach to mass production of mate-
rials impossible and thus keeps the whole price structure on a high level.
The obvious alternative to these practices is the adoption of standards of dimen-
sions and sizes for materials and basic design. Several proposals have been made
:'T. N. E. C., MONOGRAPH 8, p. 6i. "Id. at 138.
"Ibid. LAsm, BREAING THE BrLDING BLOCKADE (1946) x6o.
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for the adoption of a basic modular unit to serve such purpose. If four inches were
adopted as the smallest unit of measurement (instead of the fractions now in use)
and four feet as the smallest unit of length for room measurement, the man design-
ing his own home would still have a literally infinite variety of possibilities open to
him. However, the savings in costs of materials would reduce the total cost of his
home by io per cent or more.34 The American Standards Association is making an
effort to secure the adoption and use of some such modular units in this field, but
so far its attempt has met with little success.
One of the most important reasons for the lack of success in securing any agree-
ment on such a matter is the opposition to every attempt by one or more of the
numerous groups which taken together are said to compose the "construction in-
dustry." Actually this so-called industry is made up of numerous small separate
enterprises, independent of one another in the performance of their work. In fact,
the number of different enterprises which enter into the construction of an ordinary
house is almost as great as the variety of materials and fixtures. Without going back
to the extractive industries, nor including the collateral, but necessary functions such
as real estate title transfer, gas, electric, telephone, sewage and water service, these
are some of the businesses participating in the actual construction of your house:" s
Manufacturers of- Wholesale and retail distributors of- Contractors for-
Dressed lumber Lumbe
Flooring Brick
Laths Structu
Sash, doors and blinds Hardw
Wall board Heatinj
Insulation Plumbi
Wall paper Paint a
Building brick Wall p;
Roofing tile Electric
Sewer pipe Gas apl
Fire brick Constrt
Cut stone Buildin
Cement
Wall plaster
Window glass
Lime
Gypsum board
Wrought iron
Cast iron
Plumbing fixtures
Paint
Copper wire
Lighting fixtures
Hardware
Screen
"T. N. E. C., MONORMAPH 8, p. 139.
r and millwork
ral steel
are
gequipment
ng equipment
nd glass
aper
al supplies
pliances
icion equipment
g supplies
General construction
Excavating
Concreting
Masonry
Carpentering
Plumbing
Heating
Electrical installations
Plastering
Sheet metal work
Tile-setting
Painting
Paperhanging
Floor-finishing
Linoleum
Landscaping and sodding
"5Id., from various tables.
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Perhaps, in a particular case, two or more of these functions will be performed
by a single manufacturer, distributor or contractor. However, these enterprises repre-
sent the typical organization of the construction "industry." Except for a few manu-
facturers of materials, the business enterprises involved are small and limited in
resources. When last counted, in 1939, there were over 215,000 construction con-
tractors of various kinds in this country3 Of these, less than 15 per cent did a
total annual business over $25,ooo; more than 85 per cent did a total annual business
under $25,o0oo0 The typical business unit in the construction field is small and
limited in resources. Some, of course, are larger than others; but there is no such
thing anywhere in the so-called housing industry as a big corporation manufacturing
the end product-a house3 s
Thus on the business side, what is called the construction industry is made up
of small units far outnumbering the numerous craft unions among the employees, of
the building trades. These units group themselves together into innumerable small
functional segments, much like the craft unions, and each small segment guards its
own small area of business jurisdiction as jealously as any of the unions. The jurisdic-
tional disputes between business groups are usually not so well known as those be-
tween unions, for they are not usually carried on in public. Nevertheless, such
business tactics are probably more important than the corresponding policies of labor
so far as increasing the cost to the consumer is concerned. In the building business
the established lines of distribution are rigidly maintained. In the plumbing seg-
ment, for instance, sales are from manufacturer to jobber to contractor. It is quite
impossible for an ordinary consumer to buy plumbing equipment except from the
contractor who will charge both for his markup on the sale of the goods and his
charge for installation?' The only competition in the sale of such equipment has,
in the past, been the mail order houses. However, this competition has been nulli-
fied by the practices of the contractors who increase their charges for installation
sufliciently to swallow up any economy resulting from the cheaper purchase price.o
Any jobber or retailer who attempts to sell direct to a consumer is quickly brought
into line by the pressure of his suppliers who refuse to sell, or deny him trade dis-
counts, so long as he does not respect the established jurisdictional lines.
These same practices apply to many other building supplies and materials. One
professional engineer, a veteran of World War II, desired to make some necessary
repairs to his house after release from the service. He wrote to a manufacturer
of oil burners enclosing a check and requesting shipment when one became avail-.
abl. The company replied referring him to its local distributor. He called the local
distributor and was told that it did not sell to anyone but authorized dealers. He
then went to the dealer, who advised him that he could buy an oil burner, but only
if he also bought all the controls and auxiliary equipment and paid for installation
"U. S. Bot. oF THE CENSUS, STATSTIC AL ABmrAcr OF "ra UmNTED STATES, 1944-45 (1945) 902.
'1 Ibid. ** FoTuNE, supra note 5, at 102.
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by the dealer. Being fully qualified to make the installation himself, and desiring
the economies that would result, the engineer went back to the distributor and asked
to be listed as a dealer in order to qualify for the purchase of a burner without
installation. He was firmly informed that the distributors had dealers in each part
of the territory, that each dealer was permitted to operate in a certain area only, and
that no new dealers were being added, as dealers were protected against competition.
Investigation revealed these practices to be standard in the oil burner field. Similar
experiences resulted from attempts to buy acoustical panels, and other materials for
repairing his house.
Few consumers are engineers, or qualified to make their own repairs or installa-
tions. But such practices are extremely important in adding to the cost that all con-
sumers must pay for housing, since the contractor who does do the construction or
repair work faces the same situation as a home-owning engineer. Construction is
unique in being the only retail industry. In no other industry does the producer
buy his materials in small quantities and from retail distributors. In construction,
the general contractors usually buy their materials just as any owner who wished
to repair his own house would-from retailers or from installers who are combined
retailers and subcontractors. Since the average retail markup on builders' supplies
is approximately 50 per cent for the country as a whole," the distribution system
from the manufacturer to the contractor at least doubles the cost of the materials
that go into a building.42 Thus the established channels of distribution between the
manufacturer of materials and the builder account for about one third of the cost of
construction of dwellings. This is the cost of maintaining the established areas of
business jurisdiction within the construction industry.
RESTRAINTS OF TRADE
The inefficiency in the construction industry arising from the lack of standardiza-
tion of materials and arrangements may be due simply to indifference and lack of
initiative (individual or other). But clearly the established channels of distribution
and enterprise could not long be maintained without some organization or agree-
ment among certain of the business units involved. This raises the question (per-
haps "challenge" is the better word), What of the Antitrust Laws? Since the pas-
sage of the Sherman Act in I89o, it has been a principle of our law that every
combination "in restraint of trade" is illegal. Are not such combinations in restraint
of trade?
To understand this problem it is necessary to rearrange the terms. The statute
says that every combination in restraint of trade is illegal. Like all other statutes,
this requires application to specific cases, which involves interpretation by the courts.
The Supreme Court in its application of this statute has reasoned that the coopera-
tion of any two persons in a business enterprise is a combination, and that any
contract or other arrangement that limits, in any way, the economic activity of any-
"
1 d. at 66. "' LscH, BREA ING THE Bumw o BLOCKADE (1946) 85.
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one, to the degree that it limits also restrains trade. Since, in general, these things
are legal, the Court says, they become illegal only when they are of such a nature that
the courts may regard them as "unreasonable."4 Therefore, the most nearly accu-
rate statement of the law is that every combination which is illegal is in restraint
of trade.
It is no mere play upon words to insist on this statement of the principle. There
is no physical or economic phenomenon which can be identified as "restraint of
trade." The phrase has a purely legal significance. Even those who are most in-
sistent on the transcendental validity of certain moral principles concede that such
statutory provisions as this mean only what the courts say they mean. Consequently
it is easier to define "restraint of trade" by those actual combinations which the
courts have declared to be illegal, than it is to set a standard of legality by reference
to the purely verbal formula "restraint of trade." Naturally, this leaves the definition
somewhat vague. However, the vagueness is not created by the definition, but by
the facts; the definition merely recognizes the actual state of the law.
Thus, in the construction industry, as in all other industrial fields, there are cer-
tain practices which are dearly restraints of trade, there are other practices of doubt-
ful legality, and there are a large number of practices which seem to be economically
unjustifiable but are quite legal under present law.
The construction industry is distinguished by the disproportionately large number
of restrictive practices in all three categories which flourish within it. Thurman
Arnold as Assistant Attorney General stated: "There is no one industry that has
suffered more under a multiplicity of restraints of trade than the building industry."44
This conclusion is underlined by the statistics. During the past thirty years about
675 cases have been brought by the government under the Antitrust Laws. Of this
number, i6o, or approximately 24 per cent, have involved the construction industry.45
No economic analysis is needed to demonstrate that this is a far greater proportion
than the size and importance of that industry in the general economy would warrant.
However, in spite of the large number of cases in which particular restraints
have been prosecuted, there is relatively little variety in the general forms in which
the restraints of trade appear. There are probably less than a dozen generic types
of restraint that have been important enough to receive judicial attention. Within
these types, of course, there is tremendous variety of detail; as in negligence actions,
each case presents some individual circumstances, but the general principles keep
repeating. The principal restraints of trade found in the building trades are boy-
cotts, price fixing in various forms, limitations on sales or production, and the use
of patents to control the sale or use of products.
"'Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U. S. I (i9xi); United States v. American Tobacco Co.,
221 U. S. io6 (igu9). There is a large body of literature in legal periodicals discussing this doctrine,
which is usually referred to as the "Rule of reason."
"' ARNOLD, THE BOrTLENECS OF BusmNss (1940) 35.
'" SEN. COMMIrEE PRINT No. 12, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. ("Antitrust Cases in the Construction In-
dustry," September 12, 1946).
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Thus, although the system of distribution for building materials is wasteful and
uneconomic, it is not inherently in restraint of trade. There is nothing to prevent
a manufacturer from selling, or promising to sell, his entire output to a jobber. In
turn, there is nothing to prevent a jobber from dealing exclusively with one, or a
few wholesalers; and it is perfectly legal for the wholesalers to refuse to sell to any-
one except retailers. Of course, the retailers can, generally speaking, sell upon what-
ever terms they choose. (Even O.P.A. has had no authority to require sales at
economically justifiable prices, but only to keep prices from rising more than a cer-
tain amount above previously established levels.) A restraint of trade arises only
when a number of business units combine, either vertically or horizontally, to require
the adoption or maintenance of such practices. Such an agreement, usually ex-
pressly, sometimes by implication, contains the threat of a boycott against the busi-
nessman who steps out of line. Such a combination is in restraint of trade whether
it is composed of a group who are pledged to, deal only with each other, and to
boycott outsiders,4" or of a group who attempt to force outsiders to observe estab-
lished lines of business interest by threat of a boycott against, for example, manu-
facturers who sell directly to consumers.47 The Supreme Court has, however, been
careful to point out in such cases that the acts complained of might have been done
with impunity by any of the individuals involved. "An act ,harmless when done by
one may become a public wrong when done by many acting in concert, for it then
takes on the form of a conspiracy, and may be prohibited or punished, if the result
be hurtful to the public or to the individual against whom the concerted action is
taken. 48
It is beyond the scope of this article to attempt to list groups of cases which
represent one or another type of restraint. The Department aof Justice has recently
prepared such a summary of antitrust cases in the construction industry for the
Senate small business committee. (the printed report runs over fifty pages) 9 How-
ever, it would probably be no exaggeration to say that every type of restraint of
trade mentioned here exists, or has existed, in every branch of the construction in-
dustry. Consequently, most of the cases that have reached the courts have involved
several different restraints affecting a single commodity or group of business units.
Boycotts in support of the established channels of distribution have been most
prominent in the fields of lumber and plumbing. In 1941, cases were brought against
a number of lumber dealers associations, including the National Retail Lumber
Dealers Association." It was charged that these associations set up certain lists of
dealers which were limited to so-called recognized, legitimate or qualified dealers.
Manufacturers and wholesalers were required to market their products through the
dealers on these lists or face the threat of a boycott by the members of the associa-
tions. Manufacturers or wholesalers who sold directly to contractors or builders
"Montague & Co. v. Lowry, 193 U. S. 38 (904).
, "Grenada Lumber Co. v. Mississippi, 217 U. S. 433 (1910).
"Id. at 441; Eastern States Lumber Assn. v. United States, 234 U. S. 6oo, 6x3-14 (1914).
"SEN. ComwrI-rEE Pnn, No. x2, supra note 45. " Id. at 29 et $eq.
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were boycotted the same as those who sold to retail dealers not on the approved
lists. In addition, some of the associations allotted the territory within which each
approved dealer might do business, and competing dealers were not permitted.to
encroach upon it. The defendants in most of these cases pleaded nolo contend-re
and were fined.
In the plumbing field, the Department of Justice reported, there are two methods
of distribution: the old-line or restricted system in which boycotts are used at each
stage of the system to maintain established channels, and the direct-to-you method
in which the manufacturer sells to the consumer.!' Under the old-line system, the
manufacturers sell only to jobbers, these jobbers sell only to master plumbers, the
master plumbers refuse to install plumbing not sold by themselves, and the unions
refuse to work for master plumbers who do install any plumbing not sold in this
fashion. The manufacturers of 8o per cent of the plumbing supplies made in this
country, agreed to boycott mail order houses, cooperatives, and other direct-to-you
outlets, thus effectively preventing anyone from getting plumbing installed more
cheaply by cutting out some of the uneconomic steps in distribution.
Price fixing is one of the oldest and most widespread restraints of trade. Price
fixing agreements have been held to be in restraint of trade since the early days of
the Sherman Act, and the Court has consistently said that the resonableness or justifi-
cation for the particular prices charged is irrelevant, as price fixing agreements are
illegal per se.! 2 In spite of this, various schemes for fixing prices have continued
in use in the construction field. One of the least subtle and most popular of such
schemes is the bid depository. Under this plan, a group of contractors, or other
businesses, set up a central authority to which they submit all bids which they wish
to make on any job. This authority then determines the price at which the bid
shall be made and the contractor who shall get the job by some pre-determined
system.53 One method is to throw out the highest and the lowest bids, and average
the rest, then add a certain amount for overhead and expenses, and establish that as
the price for the job. Usually the jobs are awarded to different contractors in rota-
tion, and the ones who are not "entitled" to a particular job must submit a bid
higher than the one fixed by the central authority. In the two years before the war,
injunctive decrees were entered forbidding the continuance of such bid depositories
in the District of Columbia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, New Orleans, and southern Cali-
fornia.54 The price fixing schemes involved in these cases related to plaster and
masonry, tile, heating, piping and ventilating, electrical wiring and installation, and
cut stone. Similar practices have prevailed in other branches of the building field,
both before and since.
A more subtle method of price fixing is the use of a single formula by a number
2 Id. at 50 et seq.
'See, e.g., Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. United States, 175 U. S. 211 (1899); United States v.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U. S. 150, 218 (1940).
"' SFN. CommirrEE Pt iur No. 12, supra note 45, at i8 et seq.
Id. at 18-20.
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of ostensibly independent enterprises. The most widely used type of such formula
is the so-called "basing-point system." The use of such a system eliminates the need
for any formal meetings or any central agency to insure uniformity in quoted prices.
Under the basing-point formula, prices are calculated by selecting a number of mills
throughout the country as base points. The price to any consumer is the price at
the base point nearest to that consumer plus the cost of rail delivery. All members
of the industry are informed as to the base points to be used and the prices at such
base points, and as to the railroad freight rates. Thus it becomes a simple matter to
calculate the price for any point in the United States. This system has been in use
in the cement industry for thirty years.55 Under this system, the price of cement is
the same for any particular consumer regardless of the plant or place from which it
is purchased. During i918-i919 the City of Los Angeles called for bids on cement
on ten different occasions; and each time the bids were identical for all the companies
bidding. Twenty-five years later, in 1943, the Navy Department took bids on cement
for delivery at 8 different points stretched from Portland, Maine, to New Orleans.
Out of a total of =06 bids at these 8 different places, 203 of the bids were identical
to the last penny.
As business has become more sophisticated about the Antitrust Laws, restraints
of trade which have been condemned by the courts have been modified or abandoned
in favor of schemes which are less flagrant in contravening the law. One variant of
the basing point system has been the use of zones, rather than base points, with an
established price differential for each zone. Another method of avoiding competition
without the necessity for a formal mechanism to fix the prices, is the acceptance of
one firm in an industry as the price "leader," with either express or tacit agreement
among the others to follow any changes and adhere to any prices set by the leader.
One of the most sophisticated of all restraints of trade is the use of published statis-
tical information to achieve uniform pricing or sales policies. The gathering and
dissemination of factual trade information is, of course, a perfectly legitimate activity.
There are even situations in which general publication of price information may be
conducive to competition (as in the case of stock market prices). However, such
information may be, and often is, used to reduce or suppress competition. Thus
publication of price information by a trade association, "the members of which are
pledged to "cooperation" may imply an obligation on the members not to deviate
far from the published prices. No rule of thumb can be formulated to distinguish
between legitimate publication of trade information and the use of statistics as a
disguised form of trade restraint. However, when the information published is bf
a kind which businessmen would normally not reveal to one another, there is at
least the basis for an inference that the underlying motive may be an improper one.
An example of such activity is the publication by a branch of the Southern Pine
Association of statistical information showing every order taken by each mill, the
details of the items sold, the prices received, and the territory to which shipment
was madeY6 The Department of Justice dryly labels this "excess statistics." 57
" Id. at 52 et seq. " Id. at 24. " ibid.
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Another form of restraint in which statistics are used is the establishment of
"quotas" or limits on the production or sales of the members of an economic group.
Such quotas can, of course, be effective only when they are based upon rather com-
plete statistical information. When they are effective, they can be used to reduce
competition to any desired level or to eliminate it completely. Thus, during the
depression, the Western Pine Association adopted a maximum production limit of
37.5 per cent of capacity for all its members." Since the members of this association
produced more than 8o per cent of all soft pine in the western states, it is apparent
that such a quota would have a substantial effect upon the market. An example of
a quota on sales, rather than production, is a scheme used by the Southern California
Marble Association. Each member of the association was required to report to the
secretary the total amount of business done during a certain period of time. On
the basis of this information, the marble business of southern California was divided
on a pro rata basis among the members. Each member was given a quota compris-
ing a definite percentage of the total business in the area, and each agreed to limit
his business to the quota set for him.5 9
Those who believe that there is more profit to be made by restraint of trade than
by competition are constantly searching for a cloak of legality in which to clothe
their schemes. The cloak that has been most widely used for this purpose is the
patent license agreement. Such devices are used to control the volume of output
and the price level in many branches of the construction industry, including glass,
insulation, plaster and wallboard, plumbing, heating, electrical supplies, and many
other special items0 In the mineral wool business an elaborate licensing and roy-
alty system was set up whereby a limited number of companies were permitted to
enter the field. The royalties collected were used almost exclusively for policing the
systeih by prosecuting competitors of licensees, who were accused of infringement.
The patent used was obviously based on flimsy claims of novelty, and after twelve
years of litigation it was finally declared invalid. 1 However, for twelve years this
invalid patent was used to restrict production and maintain prices of a new and
essential building material which could greatly contribute to the comfort and econ-
omy of heating of the average house. Furthermore, unless some litigant with the
patience and money necessary to fight such a case through the courts for long ex-
pensive years challenges the system, such a restraint might continue indefinitely
since there is doubt as to the right of the government to challenge the validity of a
patent in an antitrust action. The government may, however, attack a scheme of
licensing set up under a valid patent on the grounds that it is primarily directed to
control of the market by price fixing, or other means, rather than to commercial
exploitation of the patent.62 If the court finds, as it did in the Masonite case, that
the patent is being used merely as a cloak for restraints of trade, then the court will
enjoin the restrictive system, regardless of the existence of a patent6
:8Id. at 26. " Id. at 20. " Id. at xx. 8 Id. at 17.
,:Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. v. United States, 226 U. S. 20 (1912).
nUnited States v. Masonite Corporation, 36 U. S. 265 (1942).
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It must be apparent from even this cursory view of the restraints of trade most
prevalent in construction that practices which are clearly illegal shade imperceptibly
into practices which are questionable, and on over into practices which are quite
legal under prevailing concepts. Boycotts and price fixing are the most easily dis-
tinguishable of the restraints of trade, but even these have variants of doubtful legal
status. The lines between legitimate and illegitimate use of statistics and patent
licensing agreements are extremely vague. In addition there are various trade com-
binations which do not fall into any of the usual categories, but which seem to lie,
at best, on the borderline of legality. One of the most interesting of these involved
an unusual twist to the usual price fixing scheme. This plan was devised to meet
the temporary crisis of the imposition of an O.P.A. ceiling on a certain group of
contractors. O.PA. enforcement officials noticed that after the ceiling had been set
the majority of jobs were taken at substantially less than the ceiling price. This
was so unusual as to arouse suspicion. Investigation revealed that while O.P.A. was
gathering the information on which to base its ceiling order, the trade association
representing these contractors had been very busy. Dozens of letters were sent out
to all of the contractors in that business in the-O.P.A. region. They were informed
that an investigation was being made by O.PYA., and were, told to show only their
highest priced jobs to the O.P.A. investigators. Meetings were held at which the
trade association secretary instructed members how to fill out O.P.A. questionnaires,
and a scare campaign was conducted among non-members to make sure that they
played ball with the association. The conspiracy was successful; the ceiling price
arrived at by O.PA. was so high that it imposed no real limit on the operations of
the contractors at all. It is very doubtful that this particular scheme is legal; but
the fact must be noted that, in-spite of investigation, this association has not been
prosecuted.
A more respectable form of combined activity is the establishment of industrial
codes. One of the best known is the National Electrical Code, which is drafted by
a committee composed of representatives of manufacturing and insurance companies.
This code is generally adhered to by both manufacturers and installers of electrical
equipment, and it has a quasi-official status with most city building inspectors. Most
of the provisions of this code are probably salutary, and it may have improved the
quality and safety of the electrical apparatus sold generally. Nevertheless, the fact
remains that it represents trade legislation by a group of private concerns. Large
manufacturers such as General Electric and Westinghouse have great, if not domi-
nating, influence in such an organization. It has been claimed that this influence has
been used to secure code provisions that favor the installation of equipment manu-
factured by the dominating companies, or that prevent the use-and consequently
the development--of new and more efficient devices. Recently the manufacturers of
certain types of fluorescent lighting equipment have claimed that provisions have
been inserted in a new draft of the code for the specific purpose of preventing the
installation bf such (cold cathode) fluorescent lighting in competition with the types
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of equipment now being used. Perhaps such practices violate the Antitrust laws;
this has never been decided, and the Department of Justice itself seems uncertain.
But, regardless of legal status, such a combination represents another element of
rigidity in the industry, is one more influence against improvement, efficiency and
lower costs.
In theory the only proper way to establish codes of construction standards is by
the action of some responsible political unit which will be concerned solely with the
public welfare. In practice, the building codes of general application are formu-
lated by municipal government; but in many cities they show small concern for the
public welfare. Ostensibly intended to enforce minimum standards of public safety
and health, most building codes are in fact the means of preventing the introduction
of new methods or materials in construction. The codes should establish minimum
requirements as to strength, sanitation and fire resistance, and manufacturers and build-
ers should be free to meet those requirements in the most efficient and economical
manner they can devise. Instead, the codes are usually drafted to require the use of
particular materials or methods in order to favor the special group interested--some-
times the manufacturer or distributor, sometimes the union or craft workers in-
volved64 Thus the codes reflect the political influence of the organized business and
labor groups within the building trades, rather than the best judgment of the engi-
neering profession. Since municipal building codes themselves have the force of
law, they cannot be called restraints of trade. Nevertheless, they make excellent
substitutes for restraints of trade in many cases, and are undoubtedly, in some of
those cases, intended for exactly that purpose.
At quite the other extreme of legality from the building codes are the undis-
guised racketeers. In this field, only the racketeers observe no jurisdictional lines;
they work the labor and the employer side of the street impartially. Probably the
honest contractor is himself just as much the victim of the racketeers within the
business as the customers are. Complaints have been made of "Employers' asso-
ciations" which took a percentage cut from all members on every job performed.
Contractors who refused to join were subjected to sabotage, violence or labor trouble.
Those who complain about such organizations do so furtively, and often in real fear
of physical harm. Investigation of one such association in Brooklyn disclosed that
the active head was an individual who had just been released from prison after serv-
ing a term for extortion, and who was reputed to be working in cooperation with
some of the best known and most feared gangsters in New York. In this case, the
racket involved the control-through bribery, corruption and terrorism--of the labor
union in that field. Usually, although not always, racketeering on the business side
involves the connivance or corruption of union leaders; and racketeering in .unions
exists with the connivance of employer groups. As has been remarked, there is no
accurate information as to the extent of racketeering in this industry; and by its
very nature it is usually hidden or disguised. However, without in any way mini-
4 LsrH, BREAKxNo THE BtILDiNG BLOCKADE (1946) 105 et seq.
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mizing the undesirable and criminal nature of such activities, it is doubted that
they are of more than secondary economic significance.
More numerous and of greater importance than the cases involving primarily
force and violence, are the situations in which groups of employers combine with
labor unions to use the economic power of the union to enforce some restraint of
trade. In the recent Allen Bradley case6" local manufacturers of electrical equipment
and local contractors in New York entered into closed shop agreements with the
local union of electrical workers. The agreements covered the entire New York
City area. The manufacturers agreed to confine their sales to contractors who had
such agreements with the union, the contractors agreed to purchase only from manu-
facturers who had such agreements with the union, and the union agreed to permit
the installation of equipment manufactured in New York only. The result was a
complete monopoly in the electrical field in New York for all three groups. Elec-
trical equipment manufactured outside the New York area was completely excluded,
even though manufactured by members of other locals of the same union. Wages
and prices increased-and the consumer paid. The Supreme Court made it clear
in this case that such practices are restraints of trade. Although union activities
are normally not within the operation of the Antitrust Laws, when unions combine
with nonlabor groups to create monopolies or restrain trade, the entire combination
is within the ban of the law. There can be no doubt that this rule applies whether
the conspiracy uses economic or physical force, or both. All the cases in which
employers groups combine with unions to raise prices, limit work, eliminate com-
petitors, or impose other illegal restrictions, are restraints of trade and prohibited by
the Antitrust Laws.
On the other hand, the activities of labor unions alone do not, under present law,
constitute restraint of trade. That this is the law has been made perfectly clear by
the Supreme Court in a series of cases, beginning with the Apex case in 194OP' and
coming down to the Crumboch case in 1945. T This has not always been the law,
and there are many who feel that this should not be the law. But until changed by
Congress or the Supreme Court, this most emphatically is the law. In the Hutcheson
case, regarded by the Antitrust Division as a "landmark" because it was such a defi-
nite setback to the campaign against restraints in the construction field,"8 the Car-
penters' union under Big Bill Hutcheson demanded that the Anheuser-Busch
Company employ millwrights instead of machinists to install certain machinery in
their plant. Both millwrights and machinists were members of unions affiliated
with the A. F. of L. Nevertheless, the Carpenters' union went on strike against the
company to force it to accept millwrights for the job, and finally organized a boy-
cott of union men all over the countrj against the products of the company, Action
was begun by the Department of Justice against Hutcheson and the Carpenters'
' Allen Bradley Co. v. Local Union No. 3, 325 U. S. 797 (x945).
"Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader, 310 U. S. 469 (1940).
"Hunt v. Crumboch, 325 U. S. 821 (x945).
48 SEN. CommtTEE PmuNr No. 12, supra note 45, at 40.
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union on the theory that their activities constituted restraint of trade. The case
went to the Supreme Court which held that since the case involved a labor dispute
it was not within the reach of the Sherman Antitrust Act. 9  Perhaps even more
extreme on the facts is the recent Crumboch case ° In that case, a particular em-
ployer incurred the enmity of a union by operating during a strike and causing
(according to the union view) the death of a union member. After the strike was
settled, the union refused to permit any of its members to work for the employer,
refused to permit any other employers to deal with him, and eventually forced the
employer out of business altogether. The employer sued the union under the Sher-
man Act. The Supreme Court held that the acts of the union were not restraints
of trade under the Sherman Act, although it said plainly that the same acts done by
a nonlabor group would have been illegal, and that the acts would have been illegal
if the union had been acting in combination with a nonlabor group.
This decision will certainly strike those unfamiliar with the history of the Anti-
trust Laws as being quite incomprehensible. Whether it is justifiable legally or
socially, lawyers and others may and do disagree. But the decision does not repre-
sent simply an irrational prejudice in favor of labor unions. When the Sherman
Act was passed in i89o it contained no reference to labor as such. Any combination
of workingmen which interferred with a business might be considered in restraint
of trade. Since the only effective weapon labor had was the strike, and since the
strike depended for its usefulness on interfering with normal business activities,
every strike was a restraint of trade if the business involved was in interstate com-
merce. There were in fact many cases against labor unions under ihe Sherman Act,
and the principal question considered by the courts in most of them was whether
or not interstate commerce was affected. As a result of this situation, labor came to
regard the Sherman Act as an anti-labor law, and the act did seem to be used
against labor more often than against the business "trusts" at which it had been
aimed. Consequently, in 1914 Congress passed the Clayton Act declaring that
human labor was not a commodity, and that a. labor organization carrying out its
legitimate objectives should not be considered a combination in restraint of trade. In
the words of the Supreme Court, "Congress in that Act responded to the prolonged
complaints concerning applications of the Sherman law to labor groups .. ." but,
"This Court later declined to interpret the Clayton Act as manifesting a congres-
sional purpose wholly to exempt labor unions from the Sherman Act."'" Again
labor went to Congress to protest that the Antitrust Laws were being used against
labor rather than against business combinations, and Congress passed the Norris-
LaGuardia Act emphasizing the exemption granted to labor in the Clayton Act and
further restricting the power of the courts to interfere with the activity of labor
unions. Finally the court came to the view that labor union activities, carried on
independently of any nonlabor group, are not subject to the Antitrust Laws. The
:'United States v. Hutcheson, 312 U. S. 219 (1941). " Hunt v. Crumboch, 325 U. S. 821 (945).
'" Allen Bradley Co. v. Local Union No. 3, 325 U. S. 979, 803, 805 (1945).
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Court says, "It was an interpretation commanded by a fair consideration of the full
history of Antitrust and labor legislation."72
Having noted the prevalence of restraints of trade in nearly all branches of the
construction industry, the question still remains as to their relative significance. If
restraints are thought of in nalve terms as any economic shackles interfering with
efficient production, it is obvious that they represent the crux of the problem. But
keeping in mind that restraint of trade is a technical legal term referring to certain
specific types of activities, the conclusion is not so clear. In this latter view, the
question is really how effective the Antitrust Laws are, actually or potentially, in
reforming the primitive and inefficient practices of the construction industry. The
answer to this question seems to be largely conditioned by one's attitude towards the
Antitrust Laws in general. Those who are unsympathetic to the Antitrust Laws
tend to underestimate their importance and effectiveness; those who believe in them
tend to everestimate their power. Mr. Arnold gives the impression that a vigorous
enforcement of the Sherman Act is a remedy for most of the faults of most indus-
tries.73 Actually he did succeed in accomplishing some rather impressive results in
a widespread enforcement drive in the construction field. In particular localities the
prices on lumber, sand and gravel, and electrical equipment dropped as much as
20 per cent when the Antitrust Division attacked bid depositories and other re-
strictive schemes.74 But Arnold himself realized that results could be obtained in
construction through Antitrust enforcement only by simultaneous prosecution of the
various combinations on a nation-wide scale.75 Even then the results are not perma-
nent, but last only so long as the drive for enforcement continues. 70  In fact, the
enforcement drive undertaken by Arnold was short-lived and the results appear to
have been completely lost.77
There are additional difficulties in the use of Antitrust as an instrument for
reformation of the construction industry. Most of the states have Antitrust Laws,
but as a general rule they are completely dead letters, either because the statutes are
loosely drawn, the administration is indifferent, or the courts are unsympathetic.
On the other hand, the federal laws apply only to restraints of interstate commerce.
But in the construction industry, many of the activities are either local in nature or
of such an indirect relation to interstate commerce that it is difficult to persuade the
courts that they do actually affect commerce sufficiently to come within the scope
of the federal laws. At different times, and in various situations, the personnel of
the Department of Justice or the Antitrust Division may be inadequate or un-
willing to prosecute all of the numerous restraints which exist. In addition, business
is becoming increasingly more sophisticated about the Antitrust Laws, so that the
violations are becoming more subtle and more carefully concealed. This means that
the proof upon which to base enforcement is becoming increasingly difficult to get,
"Ild. at 8W6. " ARNoLD, THE, BOT.LENECKS OF BUSINESS (1940).
" Arnold, Antitrust Law Enforcement (1940) 7 LAw AND CONTEMP. PRoB. i2.
"
5 Id. at 17. 6 1d. at 19. TLAscH, BREAKING TnE BulLDINo BLOCKADE (1946) z69.
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that a larger staff is necessary to enforce the laws, and that in at least some cases
of violation enforcement will be impossible because of lack of adequate proof.
The most important objection to a principal reliance on law enforcement as a
cure for the present situation is that many of the practices which are economically
least justifiable are either plainly legal or doubtfully within the proscription of the
laws. The economic significance of a practice is, after all, independent of any legal
judgment as to whether or not it is a restraint of trade. It is not enforcement of the
Antitrust Laws that makes an industry efficient. On the contrary, it is the efficiency
of an industry in satisfying the needs of the people that makes enforcement of the
Antitrust Laws unnecessary. Restraints of trade, like racketeering, flourish in scar-
city industries. The important fact about the construction industry is not that its
practices do or do not fall within certain categories of legality, but that as an industry
it is committed to a policy of high unit cost and profit and limited production,
rather than mass production and low unit cost and profit. The cardinal sin of the
industry is not that its policies are illegal, but that they are inefficient.
In the final analysis, of course, all these things are related. High costs mean a
limited market, fewer sales, and therefore the necessity for higher profits per unit,
which in turn maintain the costs. On the other hand, low prices mean a mass
market, which is the prerequisite to mass production with the greater efficiency,
lower costs, and larger total profits at lower unit prices which accompany mass
production. The existence of restraints of trade, racketeering, and most of the other
troubles which plague the industry is largely the result of the economic conditions
prevailing within it. These things breed in scarcity industries. The cause of the
scarcity does not determine its effects. Rackets flourished in the liquor business
during prohibition; the black market sprang up in rationed articles during the war;
rackets are now burgeoning in business fields such as automobiles and washing ma-
chines, where they are directly traceable to the present condition of scarcity of
supply. Housing has always been a scarcity industry-it is only slightly more so
today. We have never produced enough houses cheaply enough to satisfy even the
minimum needs of the population. The results have been those inevitable con-
comitants of all scarcity situations-restraints, rackets, higher costs and higher prices.
Law enforcement in this situation is both desirable and important, and it will im-
prove conditions. However, that alone is not sufficient to secure permanent and
fundamental improvement in the functioning of the industry.
TBE FINANCIAL HIERARCHY
Among the distinguishing characteristics of the construction industry is not only
its division into a multiplicity of small, restraint-ridden, inefficient operating units,
but also the fact that, unlike other industries, these units neither own their own
products nor direct their own operations, and so can hardly be called independent.
It has been too little noticed that the construction industry carries an incubus of
financial supervision and control borne by no other important economic group. It
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is true that banker control of American industry has been increasing for some
years,78 but the control has generally been as to financial or other broad policies. In
the field of housing construction the control of the financial interests covers every
detail from the choice of the site location to the kind of exterior paint that may be
applied to the finished house.
The reason for this condition is obvious. Few contractors, and far fewer pur-
chasers can afford to pay for the construction or purchase of a house in cash. In
order to construct even a single house, it is necessary for the average contractor to
secure credit to buy materials, pay workmen, and hire subcontractors. Although this
credit is usually for a short term, if more than one or two small houses are involved,
the total amount of money will be quite substantial. The home "owner," on the other
hand, usually does not purchase more than a single house, but he requires a very
long term credit to give him sufficient time to pay off the entire purchase price. In
both cases, the necessary credit can normally be obtained only through a financial
institution. In extending such credit, the universal practice is for the lending in-
stitution to take a mortgage on the house as security for the loan. Unless the house
meets the approval of'the mortgagee in all respects, no loan will be made, and no
.house will be built or bought.
An interesting example of the extent and exercise of this financial control is a
recent case brought by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice in New
York. 0 In this case it appeared that more than three dozen of the largest financial
institutions in the United States, all of them interested in investment in New York
City mortgages, had formed an organization to gather and disseminate information
and coordinate their activities with respect to such mortgage lending. Complaints
about the control exercised by this group led to an investigation and a recommenda-
tion by a Grand Jury that the Department take civil action to eliminate the influence
of this organization. Since the case has not yet gone to trial, and since the author
presented the case to the Grand Jury, it seems proper to confine the discussion to
the allegations of the Complaint. It is, however, no breach of confidence to say
that there is a mass of documentary evidence, some of it rather sensational, to sup-
port each allegation.
The Complaint in this case states"0 that the members of the organization are the
dominant figures in the New York mortgage market-where the loans made each
year are more than $200 million, and the total loans outstanding run into many
*billions. The institutions which were not formally members of the organization
were persuaded to follow the policies and practices adopted. The purposes of the
organization were: to prevent competition for mortgages; to fix minimum interest
rates; to establish uniform appraisals between the members; to exclude minority
"'T. N. E. C., FINAL REPoRT (x941) 13.
" United States v. The Mortgage Conference of New York, et al., Civil Action No. 27-247 in the
District Court for the Southern District of New York. Complaint filed August 6, 1946.
"' The allegations of the Complaint are stated here in summary form to show their bearing on the
subject of this article. This summary is not intended as a legally precise statement of all the allegation.
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racial and national groups from certain areas; to fix minimum rents; and to limit
new construction that might compete with buildings on which the members already
held mortgages. In carrying out these purposes, the Complaint states, the members
of the organization set up an elaborate organization to collect and maintain records,
and enable them to exchange information concerning their investments in mort-
gages and applications for mortgages. The records kept by the organization included
detailed maps of the city showing all areas in which any Negroes or Spanish speak-
ing persons (identified on the maps as "Other non-whites"8'1 ) resided, and the organ-
ization used its influence to keep these minorities within such ghettoes. It appears
from the Complaint that the organization was successful in carrying out its purposes,
that competition for mortgages was substantially reduced, interest rates maintained,
and that the erection of many hundreds of apartment buildings was successfully
prevented.
This Complaint is, of course, filed on the theory that these practices are restraints
of trade and can be prevented. However, the illegality lies not in the nature of the
things done but in the conspiracy to do them. Assuming that all cooperation be-
tween the various financial and real estate interests could be prohibited or prevented,
the degree of control and the effect of the influence of these interests would be
changed very little. Builders and buyers would still be dependent upon financial in-
stitutions for credit. And the control given by this credit would be-as it is in many
places without such conspiracies--exercised to oppose change in method or design,
to maintain slums and oppose urban planning, to maintain credit costs out of the
reach of the mass of wage earners, and to lobby against all progressive housing
proposals.
The most competent and comprehensive recent analysis of the construction in-
dustry is the brilliant book by Lasch, "Breaking the Building Blockade." That
author reaches the conclusion that most of the blame for opposition to any innova-
tion in the construction industry must be placed on the bankers8 2 They feel, he
says, that any radical change in house building may make present houses obsolete
and so impair their investments; and that any large reduction in costs would bring
down the value of existing real estate, and thus threaten them even more. Since the
banker must approve of the plans before any money is actually spent on construction,
it is obvious that such an attitude is an extremely potent force in preventing any
departure from tradition.
The same motivation lies behind the opposition of financial interests generally to
elimination of slums and to scientific city planning. When a neighborhood begins to
deteriorate, for any reason, the rental value of the property goes down. In order to
maintain income from such property, the owners usually forego repairs and improve-
ments, and subdivide the property into smaller units so that more tenants can be
accommodated. Thus lower rentals are charged but total income from the property
is maintained. However, the failure to maintain the property, plus the crowded
"t See PM, August 7. 1946. 82sc , BRE~ANO THE BunmNGo BLOCKADE (1946) 166.
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condition, causes further deterioration of the neighborhood and further depression
of the rental. So the process continues, until a bottom has been reached and a slum
created. During this process the income producing ability of the property is main-
tained, so the property may actually increase in economic "value" although its
physical utility has almost vanished.P Thus the financial and real estate interests
acquire a large stake in maintaining the slums and opposing any attempt at city
planning or reform by any method other than buying the slums at exorbitant and
inflated prices.
Next to archaic methods and uneconomic distribution systems, the maintenance
of such inflated values and of high interest rates is probably the most important
factor in maintaining the high cost of housing. This is true as well of rental hous-
ing as of occupant owned housing. A study of 39 New York apartment houses
before the war showed a variation in profit and loss from 31 per cent net loss to
32 per cent net profit84 The apartment house which showed the greatest loss had
a much higher rent per room and a lower rate of vacancy than the one which showed
the highest profit. The profitable one had lower relative operating expenses. How-
ever, the big difference was in the per cent of annual income which went for interest
on the mortgagq. The unprofitable apartment paid 44 per cent of its income for
interest, while the profitable one paid only 15 per cent of its income. The range of
income paid for interest ran from 6 per cent to 63 per cent, and the average was
2 per cent. In general, the bankers get about 30 per cent of the monthly rental for
housing by way of interest on their mortgage loans s5
While there is considerable variation in the situation of individual home pur-
chasers, and therefore of the terms they are able to command when borrowing to
buy a house, on the average they pay no less to the bankers than the renter. It is
only fair to note that, while all other construction costs have gone up in recent
years, the rate of interest has come down! 6 There are many reasons for this, and
even economists would not agree as to all of them. Perhaps the two principal ones
are the general inflation, or fall in the price of money, and the policy of the govern-
ment both in its lending and its borrowing activities to exert pressure to lower the
interest rate. It is certain that the reduction has not been voluntary on the part of
the bankers. They not only oppose any lowering of interest rates, but, in general,
any liberalizing of the terms on which mortgage money may be borrowed. A
typical attitude was that expressed by one of the speakers at a recent meeting of the
New York State League of Savings and Loan Associations: "It seems to me that the
veteran's problem is pretty well taken care of by the G. I. Bill of Rights. And I
cannot see any necessity for lowering the down payment and postponing the time
of maturity and tending to make home owners out of people who should not own
ss See ST Aus, THE SE EN Mrrm oF HouszNx (1944), passim, for full documentation and analysis of
this process.
"T. N. . C., MoNoGRA 8, p. x5o.
65 Id. at 45 and 77.
o L~AscE BRJEAux1G 72 BumwN, B aoczDE (1946) 1z8.
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homes."8 7 This was at a time when the maximum guarantee under the G. I. Bill
was $2,00. One wonders what kind of people "should not" be home owners on
the modest scale permitted by such a provision-some new race bred from veterans,
perhaps, who may also learn to live without food or clothing and work for twelve
hours a day without pay.
In any event, the prevailing interest rate on new loans for home construction
remains at about 5 per centO8 The cost of making such loans, apart from the allow-
ance for risk, is under i per cent; including the allowance for risk, is under iV per
cent.89 Probably the majority of loans for houses today are guaranteed by the gov-
ernment, either under the "G. I. bill" or the F. H. A. Nevertheless, under the
"G. I. bill" interest is still 4 per cent and under the F. H. A. 4! per cent, although
there is no risk at all for the lender involved in such loans. There would seem to
be plenty of margin still for reducing the interest rates on mortgage loans for homes.
A reduction in these interest rates of only i per cent would save more than 5 per
cent of the total cost to the builder or purchaser; a reduction of 2 per cent would
save more than io per cent of the total cost. Here is another very significant factor
in maintaining construction costs at a high level.
One other activity which has an indirect, although probably an important, influ-
ence in maintaining building costs is the powerful lobbying done by the real estate
and financial interests. The propaganda of this lobby appears almost daily in the
metropolitan papers, some of it quite unfettered by either fact or logic. Thus, in a
period of a few months, one prominent spokesman for the real estate interests sol-
emnly assured his readers that government red-tape is slowing down the home
building program," but that the building industry will end the housing shortage by
the end of the year; 1 that government insistence on low priced homes is causing
deterioration of quality, 2 but that building costs will be lower by winter no matter
what happens to O.P.A.;93 and that the "Washington planners" have set an exces-
sive goal for house construction, 4 but that home builders are constructing houses
at a rate in excess of the government goal. 5 Two of the most frequent appeals are
the widow~and-orphan gag, and the socialism-is-coming cry. The first is illustrated
by the headlines on a New York Times story: "N. Y. Brokers Form New State
Group of Home Owners-Organize Chapter of National Foundation to Protect
Small Holders-Public Housing Assailed."96  The story tells of the formation of
an organization.ef home owners at the dosing session of a convention of real estate
boardsl The socialization argument reaches a sort of ludicrous extreme when the
87 Report of Midwinter Conference, N. Y. State League of Savings & Loan Associations, Dec. 13-14,
1945, p. 66.
8" Id. (Report of E. V. Bell, N. Y. State Superintendent of Banks).
8 8 LAscu, BREAKINO ThE BUILDING BLOCKADE (1946) 120.
: Winchell A. Royce, Real Estate column, N. Y. World-Telegram, April 23, 1946.
1aid., Feb. 8, 1946. "Id., May 16. 1946.
"Id., June x, 1946. "Id., May xo, x946.
"Id., May 13, 1946. "N. Y. Times, June 30, 1946, sec. 8, p. 1.
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Wagner-Ellender-Taft bill, sponsored by the eminently conservative Senator Taft, is
described as "highly socialistic" by the mortgage bankers of the country 1
But ludicrous or not, such lobbying becomes significant when it succeeds by
"parliamentary tricks" in killing legislation aimed at improving conditions in the
construction industry, as it did at the last session of Congress,"' and .in blocking
even a reorganization of existing housing agencies to reduce the red tape which the
real estate and financial interests ostensibly deplore.P9 It is impossible to read, much
less to judge or weigh, all of the propaganda put out by these groups. However,
the Chairman of the New York City Housing Authority has publicly characterized
some of it as consisting of "unvarnished lies."'0° Nevertheless, this propaganda has
been so effective that Nathan Straus, former U. S. H. A. Administrator, says the
present housing shortage has been caused by the real estate interests which have
blocked all new housing that might compete with existing slums.1 '
REFORMS-POTENTIAL AND PROBABLE
This is not a pleasant picture. The anatomy of the construction industry reveals
handicraft methods, restraints of trade and restrictive practices, inefficiency, greed
and graft. The present economic system, whatever its other virtues or faults, has
failed miserably in this field102 Are there any remedies, and is there any hope? It
requires great temerity to venture any suggestions on this subject. As already indi-
cated, I regard the analysis and proposals of Robert Lasch' 03 as the most cogent and
promising of those yet published. Both Nathan Straus1 " and Thurman Arnold 0.
have made important contributions to public knowledge of the subject. Neverthe-
less, after drawing such a black picture, it seems only appropriate at least to indicate
-and no more can be done here-the possible means of improvement. It seems to
me that an attack on the prevailing practices and policies in the construction industry
can be made on each of three broad fronts. These are: the political; the economic;
and the technological.
There are numerous political possibilities, and most of the proposals for solving
the housing problem are political in nature. (a) Government control through a
system of priorities and a kind of rationing is being tried now, to a degree. It prom-
ises no improvement of the fundamental faults already noted. (b) A vigorous and
continuous enforcement of the Antitrust Laws, and possible enactment of new laws
against other abuses existing in the field, would help some. However, the considera-
tions have been mentioned which indicate that this alone will not solve the problem.
"'See United Press dispatch, April 22, 1946, reporting Chicago meeting of the Mortgage Bankers
Association of America.
" Washington Evening Star, July 20, 1946, p. B-i.
" N. Y. Times, July 16, 1946, p. x. 1".N. Y. Times, March 14, 1946, p. 22.
'o'Straus, These Men Block Housing (Jan. 5, 1946) ThE NATION 6.
102 See statement of Charles P. Taft, N. Y. World-Telegram, April 29, 1946, P. 2; statement of Sen-
ator Robert A. Taft, N. Y. World-Telegram, June 28, 1946, p. x.
oLA5s0, BPR EAN "m BmLDiNro BLOCKADE (1946).
0 4 STRAus, THE SEVEN Mytis oF HousINo (1944).
1 05 AoL, THE Bo-rLEEcKs oF Businss (1940).
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(c) Public housing, properly administered, enables construction to be undertaken
on a larger scale than when privately financed, and therefore achieves some improve-
ment. Public housing, involving some degree of subsidization, will probably always
be necessary for a substantial submarginal group which is unable to buy itself ad-
equate housing under our present economic system. (d) But the very crux of the
problem is to find some means by which the majority of the population lying in the
great middle income groups can buy adequate housing at reasonable prices. Some
variation of public housing might help meet this problem. The government might
set up a corporation which could use government credit to purchase materials and
undertake construction on a wholesale basis, thus eliminating much of the waste
now inherent in the process. Such a corporation might also plan residential areas
and communities as most private interests are unable to do. Such housing develop-
ments could then be sold or leased to those able to pay enough to make a subsidy
unnecessary. A few such projects have already been undertaken by very large
financial interests, and seem to be successful. °8 (e) The government, either in con-
nection with its housing projects or independently, might and should undertake an
extensive program of research in developing new materials and methods. It should
also undertake concurrently a program to secure agreement on standardized module
units for all common construction materials and supplies. (f) In the field of credit
the government has already forced the interest rate down substantially. This pres-
sure should not be relaxed, but increased and continued. Mortgage interest rates
can be further lowered, and amortization terms further liberalized with profit to
everyone except a few bankers and real estate men. (g) Finally, at the municipal
level, building codes can and must be modernized to permit the use of new and
improved materials and methods. Land use must be planned and organized so that
decent homes when built will be surrounded by decent neighborhoods.
If business desires to avoid government "interference" in this field, there are non-
political economic measures that will accomplish many of the objectives of the
political proposals. (a) The distributive system for building materials should be
simplified. Builders should be able somehow to buy either directly from the manu-
facturer, or at least on wholesale terms, thus reducing the disproportionate share of
the construction dollar which now goes for profits to the distributors of materials.
(b) The functions now performed by numerous separate business enterprises should
be combined. The process of construction itself, instead of being performed by
numerous contractors, should be performed by a single business enterprise with
unified management. This should produce greater efficiency and economy. Further,
the numerous craft unions which exist in the construction industry, with all their
conflicting jurisdictions, are merely reflections of the business organization of the
industry. The craft union organization will not be simplified until the business and
industrial organization is simplified. (c) The rationalization of the business units
engaged in construction should permit some smoothing out of the extreme seasonal
' See Meropolitan Life Ma4es Housing Pay (April, 1946) 33 FOR-NE i33.
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variations in work, and the payment of an annual wage in some form. This would
undoubtedly relieve the pressure for high hourly rates and increase productivity,
thus substantially lowering the relative cost of labor. (d) Business itself is capable
of extending more liberal terms and lower rates of interest to the ordinary home
owner. Large borrowers, often just as great risks as the small ones, are now getting
very low interest rates. Except for a very small differential, to allow for cost of
administration, similar rates can be made available to the average borrower.
Perhaps the best chance for self-improvement lies in the possibility of technolog-
ical progress within the industry. (a) Prefabrication so far has succeeded in pro-
ducing good, but not cheap, houses.' °7  It is a dream which has been touted for
many years,'08 but which still seems to nurture the potentiality of an industrial
revolution for housing."0 " (b) To be distinguished from prefabrication is site-
fabrication. This involves some enlargement of the size of the business enterprise
undertaking the construction job, and has much in common with the suggested
economic rationalization of the industry. Site fabrication has been tried, with some
success in achieving economies," 0 and seems to have further possibilities. (c) The
standardization of materials and parts by means of generally used module units can
easily be undertaken by the industry without government intervention. Business or-
ganizations already in existence are equipped to set appropriate standards, and efforts
are being made to do so. Theoretically, substantial economies can be secured in
this manner. Actually, not enough has been done yet to show any results. (d) Scien-
tific planning and mechanization of the construction process itself is urgently needed,
regardless of any other changes. These things have increased the productivity of
many other enterprises,"' including even farming." 2  Experimental applications
indicate that there may be as much as a 50 per cent increase in efficiency by such
methods. 31  When reasonably presented, unions will accept such changes. 114 The
industry cannot afford to neglect this much longer. (e) Scientific research should
be undertaken by the construction industry itself, without waiting for government
to take the lead. New, cheaper and better materials undoubtedly can and will be
discovered. These in turn may lead to better construction methods and greater
economies. Both the public and the various segments of the industry can hope for
great benefits from an extensive program of research. American industry generally
has been succssful because of the investment it has made,.and the results it has
achieved, in scientific research.
The country cannot much longer tolerate a construction industry with archaic
handicraft practices and restrictive policies. Not all the members of other industries
107 See Where Is Prefabrication? id. at 127.
1o8 See, e.g., At Last-The "Flivver" House (Sept., 1941,) EsQuiRE 63.
'"See Fuller's House (April, 1946) 33 FORTUNF z67.
"' See Big Dae Bohannon, id. at 145; also The Minneapolis Tribune, Sept. 3, 1946, p. x.
"'T. N. E. C., MONOGRAPH 8, p. x89-x9z.
"'The Minneapolis Tribune, Sept. 7, 1946, p. 8.
"'T. N. E. C., MoNOGRAPH 8, p. 196.
"'See N. Y. Herald-Tribune, Jan. II, 1946, Labor Saving Tools Accepted by Electricians.
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are either honest, unselfish or philanthropic. It is not economically important that
all persons in the construction industry acquire such virtues. The majority of those
in most other industries, however, are enlightened enough to know that their own
advantage, as well as the public welfare, depends upon achieving a reasonable degree
of efficiency by economic rationalization and scientific research. Those engaged in
construction must come to realize the same thing. The people must and will have
decent houses at prices they can afford to pay. They will get them from the govern-
ment if private enterprise in construction remains a handicraft industry handcuffed
by its own practices.
